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Characteristics of junior high school students’ writing in English 

 

Abstract 

 

The present paper focuses on the measuring of syntactic maturity in written production 

among Swedish high school students. One way of doing such an analysis is by studying the 

students’ use of subordinate clauses. Johansson & Geisler (2011) have shown that students’ 

increased use of subordination in the form of relative clauses, adverbial and nominal clauses 

is a reliable indicator of syntactic progression.  

 

When analyzing the essays written by junior high school students, I found that the 

Subordinate Clause Index was a safe indicator when measuring linguistic complexity. The 

students’ abilities to lengthen clauses through the use of premodifiers was limited. Besides 

these tools of measuring syntactic maturity, I have studied how the students construct and 

coordinate clauses and sentences. I found the tendency among the students to treat dependent 

clauses as if they were independent, and a frequent use of coordinating conjunctions and 

commas to connect independent clauses.  
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1. Introduction 

 

As a teacher trainee, I found that it would be valuable to learn more about the students‟ 

linguistic abilities and syntactic maturity, since this knowledge could be a foundation on 

which to form the lessons in the learner English classroom. I think it is possible to adjust the 

level of teaching to the particular group of students and their current needs. Larsen-Freeman 

(1978:439-448) states that the learning process changes as the proficiency in the target 

language increases. When planning the learner English lesson, I believe it is of importance to 

take into consideration what the learners are susceptible to at the given moment and what they 

are ready to acquire.  

 

Based on Johansson & Geisler‟s research within the Uppsala Learner English Corpus, ULEC, 

I have chosen to study the characteristics of the students‟ writing in English in order to find 

out more about the students‟ syntactic skills. By investigating the use of subordinate clauses, 

measurable by the subordinate clause index, Johansson & Geisler have found that it is 

possible to evaluate syntactic knowledge among students. According to Hunt, syntactic 

maturity can be measured by the subordinate clause index, SCI, where the total number of 

clauses, both subordinate and main, are divided by the number of main clauses. Hunt also 

used the T-unit as a measurement of language development. T-units are defined by Hunt as 

minimal terminable units, each of which consists of one main clause and any subordinate 

clauses attached to it or embedded in it.  He claimed that the ability to write long T-units is 

proof of maturity (Hunt, 1966:732-737). When studying the texts of my investigation, I also 

found other characteristics that were typical of the students‟ writing, for instance influences 

from their spoken language and difficulties to consolidate clauses. Another recurrent trend 

was to treat subordinated clauses as if they were main clauses. 

 

1.1 Aim and Scope 

 

My aim with this study is to search for the different features that are characteristic of the 

writing in junior high school. While studying their essays, I will calculate the frequency of 

subordinate clauses, the proportion of relative clauses and nominal/adverbial clauses 

respectively, and also the length of the T-units, as well as the number of error-free T-units. 

An error-free T-unit can have different definitions. However, I will use Johansson & Geisler‟s 

definition of a syntactically error-free T-units which is when subordinate clauses and 
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sentences are handled in a correct way (Johansson & Geisler, 2011). Other factors that I will 

study are the students‟ use of premodifers, how they coordinate clauses, the frequency of run-

on and compound sentences and their ability to consolidate.  

 

I will try to answer the following questions: 

 

- Is a frequent use of subordinate clauses, thus a high subordinate clause index, a reliable sign 

of mature writing? 

 

- Could long and error-free T-units show that the student is an advanced writer?  

 

- Does a frequent use of premodifiers and above all multiple premodifers give a hint of 

syntactic growth?  

 

The other characteristics of their writing that I found, will be exemplified, and I will discuss 

the reasons why they occur. 

 

I will also discuss whether grammar should be taught in the language learner classroom or 

not, what teaching strategies could most benefit the learners of a second language, and how 

the knowledge of a student‟s proficiency level can guide us in shaping grammar lessons. 

 

The scope of my study comprises 25 essays. All together they make up approximately 5800 

words.  

 

1.2 Limitations 

 

The limitations of my study are above all the low variety of ages among the students. The 

students are between 14 and 16 (year 8 and 9 in compulsory school) and naturally it would 

have been more decisive to have a wider range of ages to observe the progress over the 

different ages. 

 

The relatively low level of linguistic skills among the students made it difficult to some extent 

to apply the given indicators stated for my aims. For instance, deciding what could be 

classified as an error-free T-unit was problematic, since the sentences often contain errors 
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such as spelling errors and errors in subject/verb agreement. Gaies (1980) also points out that 

the usefulness of the T-unit not is particularly appropriate for students of relatively low 

proficiency. He states that, for those students, grammatical and lexical errors are so frequent 

and of such a nature that they tend to interfere not only with the reader‟s or listener‟s 

understanding, but also with the researcher‟s ability to tabulate T-units (Gaies, 1980:57). In 

addition, the many cases of erratic punctuation made it problematic to determine the 

beginnings and endings of the sentences in the texts. In Johansson and Geisler‟s study, the 

students were more advanced and wrote more error-free texts. Thus, a comparison to their 

findings was not fully possible.  

 

Due to the limitations of my study, I think it would be desirable to make further research 

within the field of evaluating students‟ linguistic abilities. I believe that such information 

could benefit the awareness of how a second language is learnt and how a second language is 

best taught. 

 

2. Background: Analysing learner English 

 

One way of analysing learner language is by studying the syntactic maturity among the 

students. When analyzing a student‟s use of subordinate clauses, it is possible to find out at 

what linguistic developmental stage the student currently is. In doing so, teachers will receive 

information on what is useful to put focus on when teaching and what particular grammar 

points to stress. A frequent use of subordinate clauses is suggested by Hunt to be a sign of 

mature writing. Indicators of immature writing may be the use of compound sentences, i.e. 

when several T-units are coordinated with and or but (Hunt 1966) as well as the use of run-on 

sentences, which occur when several main clauses are joined by commas (Johansson & 

Geisler, 2011).  

 

Another way of analysing learner language is by means of Error Analysis. According to 

Corder (1967) in Ellis (1997), learner errors show teachers what learners have learned and 

what they not yet master; they provide evidence to researchers about how languages are 

learned; and they act as devices by which learners can discover the rules of the target 

language (Ellis & Barkhuizen 2005:51). This knowledge is useful in the process of 

developing more efficient teaching strategies. The analysis of errors or mistakes also makes it 

possible to form the basis for grammar lessons. 
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In my study, I have analysed learner English among Swedish junior high school students in 

order to get a heightened awareness of their linguistic skills and what is typical of the writing 

at this age.  

 

2.1 Previous research: Johansson & Geisler’s research (2009 and 2011) 

 

Since Johansson & Geislers‟s research within the field of measuring syntactic maturity is 

decisive to my analysis to a great extent, I have concentrated on their findings for the 

implementation of my study. 

 

In their research, Johansson & Geisler deal with indicators of syntactic development in learner 

English, such T-unit length, syntactically error-free T-units, and subordinate clause index. 

Hunt claims that a high frequency of short T-units consisting of a maximum of eight words is 

a characteristic of immature writing. Other researchers have claimed that error-free T-units 

are better indicators when measuring syntactic proficiency. Johansson & Geisler analyse the 

proportion of syntactically error-free T-units out of the total number of T-units (Johansson & 

Geisler, 2011). However, the concept of syntactically error-free T-units may be misleading, 

since many students often write main clauses without adding subordinate clauses, but still 

produce syntactically error-free T-units. A syntactically error-free T-unit where a student in 

my study has used subordination correctly is illustrated in (1). 

 

(1) I think that people are fascinated about ghosts because no one really has the 

answer, no one knows if they do exist or not (Male student, aged 14). 

 

Johansson & Geisler‟s results show that the students in year 7 and 9 write many syntactically 

error-free T-units, consisting of relatively short main clauses and little use of subordination. 

The results also proved that the more advanced the students were, the longer - but fewer - T-

units they wrote. The high school students‟ essays often show imprints from their spoken 

language, i.e. the sentence structures are often simple. Another characteristic feature of the 

high school students‟ writing proved to be multiple clausal coordination, i.e. several clauses 

are connected through the conjuction and, as was the use of subordinate clauses as main 

clauses (Johansson & Geisler, 2009:186). 
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The advantages of using long and error-free T-units as a measurement of syntactic maturity 

have been supported by Larsen-Freeman (1978) among others. She analyzed organizational 

features such as control of grammatical structures, vocabulary and many other characteristics 

in a study of written compositions. However, she found that the best discriminating measures 

were the average number of words written per T-unit and the total number of error-free T-

units per composition. She also saw that the T-units got longer as the language development 

of the students increased (Larsen-Freeman:1978).  

 

However, there has also been criticism against the T-unit analysis (see Ney 1966, Gaies 1980, 

Moffett 1968). Whereas syntactic maturity has been regarded to be the ability to generate 

sentences of greater and greater complexity, Gaies (1980) refers to Ney (1966), who criticizes 

the lack of consideration to appropriateness and stylistic effectiveness in written production. 

Other pieces of criticism deal with the differences between first and second language 

acquisition. As the T-unit is supposed to be applicable to both native language learners and 

adult second language learners, diversities in the learning processes between the two groups 

have not been taken into account. Although the process of T-unit lengthening and the stages 

in that process are consistent in first and second language acquisition, the process is far 

shorter in adult second language acquisition. The steps follow the same pattern for both 

groups; sentences tend to be combined first by coordination, next by subordination and finally 

by sentence-embedding and clause reduction (Gaies 1980:58). A discussion of clause 

reduction will follow below. 

 

2.2 Hunt’s research: Reduction and consolidation of clauses 

 

In addition to a high SCI and long and error-free T-units, Hunt argues that the ability to 

reduce and consolidate many clauses into one is related to syntactic growth. He discusses how 

to get one mature expression instead of two expressions where the same information may be 

given twice. This can be done by reducing a clause and consolidate it into another clause. He 

also claims that by subordinating clauses and by adding words to a clause, you will not only 

lengthen the clause, but also get a more organized unit of thought (Hunt 1966:734-735). Hunt 

suggests that the use of subordinate clauses should be taught and practised in school. In his 

research, Hunt found that the students‟ use of relative clauses increased the higher the grade 

of the students. The older students of his study tended to reduce more of their clauses to 

subordinate clause status, attaching them to other main clauses (Hunt, 1966:737).  
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The examples below show how three short T-units (2) from one of the essays of my study 

could be reduced to two longer (2‟).  

 

(2) I couldn't sleep that night at all. It was really foggy that night. My boyfriend 

was sleeping like a bear (Female student, aged 16). 

 

(2‟) It was really foggy that night and I couldn‟t sleep at all while my boyfriend 

was sleeping like a bear (my own example). 

 

The reduction and consolidation of clauses could also be achieved by the modifying of nouns, 

for instance by adding a premodifier to a noun (Hunt 1966:739). Through the use of 

premodifiers it is possible to reduce two clauses and make it one.  

 

3. Material and Method 

 

During my teacher training at Stenhagenskolan, I collected 27 essays among junior high 

school students aged 14-16. To begin with, I presented the essay topic Why I believe in ghosts 

to the students. This topic is expected to generate argumentative texts. The students were 

supposed to write their texts in a web interface and they were given instructions on how to get 

started. They were also informed that their produced material would be handled in ULEC 

together with other essays from other schools. Their anonymity was assured, even if one 

exception was made for their ordinary English teachers, who would be given access to the 

essays marked with their names. The teachers would use them as a part of the overall 

assessment of the students‟ performances. The students were told that the essays would be 

used for my degree project, but also for other research purposes. The time limit to write their 

essays was set to one hour, which corresponded to the length of the ordinary lesson.  
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3.1 The Uppsala Learner English Corpus 

 

The Uppsala Lerner English Corpus (ULEC), is compiled by Christine Johansson and Christer 

Geisler at Uppsala University. They study how Swedish high scohool students develop 

syntactically when they write essays in English. The corpus consists of essays written by 

junior and senior high school students from different schools. It embraces approximately 576 

essays, but is continuously growing. Johansson & Geisler have experienced how student 

teachers often wish to see a change in language teaching towards a grammar course that is 

made more interesting to the pupils. They also want the grammar to be put in a context in 

order to raise the motivation and aptitude of the pupils (Johansson & Geisler, 2009). The 

corpus essays are used by student teachers writing their degree projects, but are also available 

for researchers. The essays are distributed anonymously, only coded for date of composition, 

essay genre, number of years in school - and, for senior high school, level of course and type 

of programme - gender and age of the writer. An example of such coding reads as follows: 

 

<D 20110324><G ARG><Y 9><K A><P S><S F><A 16> 

 

D=Date, G=Genre, Y=Year, K=Course level, P=Program, S=Gender, A=Age 

 

ARG stands for “Argumentative”. The course level and program is only for senior high school 

students, whereas I have only analysed essays from junior high school.  

 

4. Analysis 

 

I have used a statistical analysis for the SCI and the T-unit, whereas the other part of the 

analysis is done by discussions, examples and comparisons to previous research. 

 

4.1 Disposition and results of analysis 

 

For the implementation of my study, I have gathered essays written by junior high school 

students to study the characteristics of their writing and to analyse how they deal with clauses 

and sentences in order to measure their syntactic progressions. I will do the analysis both by 

calculating the SCI, see section 4.2, and by measuring the length of the T-units in the essays, 
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see section 4.3. A discussion of error-free T-units is presented in section 4.4. In section 4.5 

and 4.6, I have studied the abilities of the students to reduce and consolidate clauses through 

subordination and through the use of premodifiers. I have also studied the use of coordinated 

and subordinate clauses that are treated as main clauses in section 4.7, as well as compound 

and run-on sentences in section 4.8. Finally, I have made some reflections in section 4.10 on 

the students‟ different writing styles. 

 

I found that the students of my analysis often knew how to use subordinate clauses, but 

sometimes treated them as if they were independent. The students used premodifiers 

comparatively often, but multiple premodifers were scarce. The phenomenon to begin 

sentences with coordinators was a recurrent trend, as was the use of run-on sentences. It was 

obvious in several ways that the students write as they speak. 

 

The statistical analysis of the essays is presented in Appendix 1. Below I will discuss my 

findings concerning the subordinate clause index and the T-unit. To get an understanding of 

the results and the level of linguistic maturity, I have made a comparison to a similar study 

implemented by Bergman (2010). She has studied the writing of senior high school students. 

Bergman found that the texts of her study had a high level of syntactic complexity (Bergman: 

2010). When comparing the average T-unit length, the value in her study was 14.2, whereas in 

my study the average  value is 9.47. The average SCI in Bergman‟s study was 1.76, compared 

to a value of 1.56 among the students of my study. Since both the T-units were longer and the 

SCI was higher in her study, it could be assumed that the students of Bergman‟s study have a 

higher level of syntactic maturity. This could be explained by their higher age, 18 or 19 years 

old, compared to the students of my study who are 14 to 15 years old. From these results, I 

conclude that both the T-unit length and the SCI increases as the students get older and their 

language develops. 

 

4.2 Subordinate clause index 

 

As discussed in section 1, the subordinate clause index presents the number of subordinate 

clauses per main clause. A student‟s ability to attach or embed subordinate clauses to a main 

clause gives us information of his or her syntactic progression according to Hunt (1966). 
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Since the essay topic for my study is argumentative – Why I believe in ghosts – one may 

expect to find nominal that-clauses beginning with phrases such as “I think (that)…” and “I 

believe (that)…” 

 

I have analysed the following subordinate clauses: 

 

-Nominal clauses (nominal that-clauses, nominal interrogative clauses and nominal relative 

clauses) 

-Relative clauses  

-Adverbial clauses (Greenbaum & Quirk 1997:304-326) 

 

As mentioned in section 1., Johansson & Geisler (2011) found that the most reliable indicator 

of syntactic maturity was the ability to use relative clauses. 

 

Relative pronouns comprises two series: 

(1) wh-items: who, whom, whose, which 

(2) that and zero 

With who and whom the antecedent must have personal gender; with which it must be 

nonpersonal gender; with whose the antecedent is usually personal but can also be 

nonpersonal.  

 

Are you the doctor who looked after my daughter? 

That is the hospital which is to be expanded. (Greenbaum & Quirk, 1997:118) 

 

In restrictive clauses, the general pronoun that is frequently used. It can be used either with 

personal or non-personal antecedent; The boy that/who is playing the piano, and The table 

that/which stands in the corner.  

 

Provided the relative pronoun is not the subject of the relative clause a further option exists in 

the relative clause structure of having no relative pronoun at all: the clause with „zero‟ relative 

pronoun; The boy we met (whom, that), and The table we admire (which, that) .  

 

That and „zero‟ can also be used when the relative pronoun is a place, time or cause adjunct; 

This is the garden (that) he sunbathes in.  (Greenbaum & Quirk, 1997:368-369) 
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Examples (3) and (4) below illustrate an essay from my study which has a high SCI (2,11), 

and also long T-units (12,7). This essay contains many relative clauses. It also has few 

spelling mistakes, and no subject/verb agreement error. Example (3) contains three relative 

who-clauses and two clauses with a zero relative pronoun. In example (4) the same student 

has embedded three subordinate clauses; one nominal that, one relative that and one adverbial 

clause of result: 

 

(3) I my head, the ghosts are dead people who want to see their family one last 

time, the one who did not have the time to say goodbye. I think I saw a ghost once. 

It was in school, just a normal day. I was just turning my head back and I thougt I 

saw my mum who had died several years ago. (Female student, aged 15) 

 

(4) I belive that it is like a ghost or something that moves stuff to make me see 

them, just so I remember her. (Female student, aged 15) 

 

Example (5) shows how the student who has the second highest SCI in my study constructs a 

clause. The example has a clause of condition, a clause with a zero relative pronoun and a 

nominal interrogative clause in it. Another example (6) from the same student has two 

subordinate clauses; a clause with a zero relative pronoun and a clause of condition. 

 

(5) If the person I tell my story for don't belive in what I tell,that's their choice. 

(Female student, aged 15) 

 

(6) [A]nd i belive that's something i can get rid of if I stop think about it, (Female 

student, aged 15) 

 

The examples above indicate that a high SCI shows that the writer is capable of attaching 

clauses to each other, thus lengthening clauses through subordination. In addition, I found that 

a high SCI often goes together with other signs of mature writing, such as few spelling and 

grammar mistakes. 
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4.3 T-unit and T-unit length 

 

Hunt claims that the tendency to lengthen clauses is a general characteristic of linguistic 

development (Hunt, 1966:735). As Johansson & Geisler (2011) point out, students‟ 

punctuation can be rather erratic. This is something which is also true of my study. Hence, 

sentence length in the students‟ written production says little about their syntactic 

development. Instead, Hunt recommends the measuring of the T-unit length, which equals one 

main clause plus any subordinate clauses. 

 

Example (7) illustrates how a student constructs a long T-unit by using subordination. The 

clause shows signs of linguistic development and complexity - it has two subordinate clauses; 

a nominal that-clause and an adverbial clause, but also a non-finite ing-clause. Examples (8) 

and (9) show long T-units constructed by female students, aged 16 and 14 respectively. 

 

(7) You think that something is behind you in the dark while you walk up on the 

stairs,just waiting for any second to attack. (Female student, aged 15) 

 

(8) If one of the scared children even would dear to ask her if he or she could go to 

the toilet she would send them to detention without even blink … He walked 

through the corridor pressed to the wall so that no one would walk into him, 

beacuse he might break one of his small legs. (Female student, aged 16)  

 

(9)…even though noone touched the glass it was moving around the board, faster 

and faster, until' it fell of the table. (Female student, aged 14) 

 

Example (8) has four subordinate clauses; two clauses of condition, one clause of result and 

one clause of reason. 

Example (9) has 21 words in it. I find the clause rather complex, containing an adverbial 

clause starting with the conjunction even though to express contrast (Parrott, 2000:387). There 

is also a clause of time. 

 

Example (10) below is from an essay which has a T-unit length of 8. This is a sign of 

immature writing (Hunt:1966), and little subordination. Several sentences were introduced by 
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the coordinating conjunction but and the adverb then (for a discussion of conjunctions and 

connecting adverbs in front position, see section 4.7 and 4.7.1), but there are also many 

spelling errors. This text show a connection between short T-units and immature writing. 

 

(10) Then i herd somthing in the other room, Firts i froze on my place. Then I herd 

it agein. Then i diseedet to go up and look after. I went up on the stears. But 

nothing wase there. The sound wase like wen somone close the dor. But i knew 

that nobody wase home. (Female student, aged 15) 

 

Long T-units are sometimes a proof of a student‟s ability to lengthen clauses by subordination 

and ability to write complex sentences and I found that short T-units often give an impression 

of an immature language. The texts of my investigation often had short T-units and also 

contained many errors. Hence, long T-units may indicate a progressed knowledge of the 

language.  

 

4.4 Error-free T-units 

 

As discussed in section 2.1, the T-unit has been criticized by Gaies (1980) among others as a 

measurement of development in second language acquisition. Since a long T-unit still may 

contain many errors, Johansson & Geisler (2011) have studied syntactically error-free T-units. 

 

Writing syntactically error-free T-units implies the ability to handle subordination correctly, 

i.e. subordinate clauses are treated as dependent clauses and not as independent ones. As 

discussed above, the dependent clause must be subordinated to the main clause. However, as 

mentioned earlier, I found that even this definition was problematic to apply to the essays of 

my study due to their comparatively low level of linguistic development. Therefore, I have 

determined that for my study, I will give the following definition of an error-free T-unit:  

 

An error-free T-unit must contain a main clause plus any subordinate clauses, coordination 

and subordination must be treated correctly. Thus, run-on sentences and compound sentences 

are not accepted, neither are subordinated clauses that are treated as main clauses. This is also 

the definition that Geisler & Johansson (2011) have given of an error-free T-unit. I have 

accepted sentences that do not begin with a capital letter, minor spelling mistakes and 

subject/verb agreement errors. However, the message must be clear and understandable. In 
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example (12), the message is not quite understandable. Example (11) below is not included in 

my study. 

 

(11) If you look on movies whit ghost and what it says in the news. (Female 

student, aged 14) 

 

(12) if you look in what people that have experience tell, you notice that the 

differents between  the ghost in the movies and the real. (Female student, aged 14) 

 

A T-unit which I have accepted as error-free is illustrated in (13). It has both a subject/verb 

agreement error as well as a verb form error, but the subordination is treated correctly. 

 

(13) I think when someone die they leave their body and 'flying' like a spirit. 

 

Example (14) shows a clause that is not correctly treated. Here a subordinate clause is treated 

as a main clause, followed by a coordinated clause treated as a main clause: 

 

(14) That's why some people won't belive in it. Becouse they are afarid of thinking 

it can be true. But that's only what i think! (Female student, aged 15) 

 

Due to the problems that I have discussed of applying the concept of error-free T-units to my 

study, I have not been able to make any statistical analysis of this indicator of syntactic 

maturity. However, I have found that the error-free T-unit to some extent is proof of higher 

linguistic capacity. One problem with the counting of error-free T-units, which Johansson & 

Geisler discuss, is the fact that many students write simple, but still error-free T-units with 

little subordination, and I found similar tendencies. Because of this, I assume that the concept 

of error-free T-units is no water-proof evidence of proficiency. Still, I found some 

connections between a high number of error-free T-units and linguistic maturity. This 

happened particularly when the T-units also were long. In these cases, the students often knew 

how to use subordination and how to consolidate clauses. I will discuss the concept of 

consolidation in the section below. 
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4.5 Reduction and consolidation of clauses 

 

As discussed in section 2.2, Hunt maintains that there is a gain in reducing and consolidating 

clauses. By moving the most important information from one clause and consolidate it into 

another clause, there will be a reduction from two short clauses to one longer clause.  

 

Hunt suggests that two clauses could be consolidated into one through subordination. For 

example, the two clauses Moby Dick was a dangerous whale. People had never been able to 

catch him could be consolidated to one, as in Moby Dick was a dangerous whale that people 

had never been able to catch. (Hunt, 1966:736). 

 

Example (15) from my study shows where the writer has written many short clauses and does 

not seem to be aware of how to consolidate them. The first T-unit is an example of a 

subordinate clause that is treated as a main clause, which could be an indicator of low 

proficiency (see section 4.7). The first six T-units could be reduced to three according to 

example (15‟). It is done by attaching the subordinate clause when I was a litel girl to its main 

clause, and by consolidating and reducing the three clauses it’s a big house, the house got five 

rooms and the rooms was very big into one clause through subordination. 

 

(15) when i was a litel girl. i was then 9 years old. me and thre firends war going to 

sleap in a house. it's a big house.the house got five rooms. the rooms was very big. 

(Female student, aged 14) 

 

(15‟) When I was a little 9-year-old girl, me and my friends were going to sleep in 

a big house that had five very big rooms (my own example). 

 

I think example (15) with its simple text construction illustrates that many short clauses could 

be a sign of immature writing and that the reading of the text would be made easier if the text 

was reduced. 
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4.6 The use of premodifiers 

 

As discussed in section 2.2, Hunt claims that, apart from using subordination, one way of 

lengthening clauses could be by adding words, for instance an adjective before a noun (Hunt, 

1966:734), thus creating a premodifying item. 

 

Premodifiers are lexical and grammatical items that precede a noun head to form a noun 

phrase. A premodifying item can be (a) an adjective, (b) a participle, (c) -s genitive, (d) a 

noun, (e) an adverbial phrase or (f) a sentence.  

 

(a) adjective: I visited his delightful cottage 

(b) participle: I visited his completed cottage 

(c) –s genitive: I visited his fisherman’s cottage 

(d) Noun: I visited his country cottage 

(e) Adverbial phrase: I visited his far-away cottage 

(f) Sentence: I visited his what-do-you-call-it cottage (Greenbaum & Quirk, 1997:383) 

 

Hunt found that students tend to use more modifying items – both premodifiers and 

postmodifiers – the more advanced they get (Hunt, 1966:734). Thus, the ability to use 

multiple premodifiers, was proved to be an additional sign of linguistic maturity (Hunt, 

1966:735). An instance of multiple premodification where the noun is preceded by an 

adjective and a noun could be: 

 

 The small office furniture (Greenbaum & Quirk, 1997:389). 

.  

In my study, I found that the most common premodifiers were adjectives, as in example (16) 

and (17). Nouns as premodifiers were only found in a few cases; one example is shown in 

(18). The –s genitive as premodifier seems to be difficult to use for the students. I found one 

example (19), where a student used the –s genitive, but didn‟t write the apostrophe. Multiple 

premodifiers were rare, only a few examples containing two consecutive premodifiers were 

found, as illustrated in (20). 
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(16)…i saw plenty of people from a far distance and started run towards them for 

help. Then i saw that they weren't just regular people, they were creepy zombies! I 

felt how they were getting a hold of me and started to eat my entire body. (Male 

student, aged 15) 

 

(17) I was sliping in my bed when I feel a soft cold hand on my cheek… The 

mystory man with the coold hands smile… and say with a melodius sond (Female 

student, aged 15, year 9) 

 

(18) When i was a kid we went down to my summer hous (Male student, aged 14, 

year 8) 

 

(19) there spirits is going to haunt the murders house. (Female student, aged 15, 

year 9) 

 

(20) old scarry humens that has to be dead. (Female student, aged 16, year 9) 

 

Since multiple premodifiers and other premodifiers than adjectives were rare, I assume that 

the students of my study find it difficult to coordinate premodifiers, and I conclude that the 

texts of my study in general hold a relatively low level of linguistic maturity. 

 

4.7 Coordinated and subordinated clauses that are treated as main clauses 

 

Johansson & Geisler (2011) hold that one feature of learner English writing is the use of 

subordinating clauses as main clauses. As we will see, this feature is also found in the texts of 

my investigation. 

 

Coordination involve the linking of units. The units are on the same syntactic level. Three 

conjunctions are clearly coordinators: and, or, but (Greenbaum & Quirk, 1997:262-263). 

 

Conjunctions are words that join clauses into a sentence. They also show how the meanings of 

the two clauses are related. And, but and or are co-ordinating conjunctions, whereas words 

such as because, when, that etc. are subordinating conjunctions (Swan, 2005:497). Normally, 
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a conjunction connects two clauses into one sentence. However, sometimes a conjunction and 

its clause can stand alone. This happens, for example: 

 

-In answers: When are you going to get up? –When I’m ready. 

-For emphasis: This government has to go. Before it does any more damage. 

-As afterthoughts: Ok, I did it. But I didn’t mean to. (Swan:2005:497) 

 

In some essays, I found a repeated use of coordinated clauses that were standing alone. In 

these cases, I believe they are often used for afterthought, or to join a preceding clause (which 

is also discussed for then in section 4.7.1) as in examples (20) and (21). 

 

(21) And then suddenly i heard the toilet flush [...] And when I went to the bed 

again I feel asleep couse I didn't think about it. But I will never forget about that 

night it was horryble. And since that night I believe in ghosts. (Female student, 

aged 14) 

 

(22) But this time, it was just a teacher that not looked like my mun at all. But I 

was convinced that it was my mum I saw. And from that moment, I have start 

notecing small details in my life that makes me think about my mum. (student, 

aged 15) 

 

As mentioned earlier, I found a tendency among the students of my study to treat subordinate 

clauses as if they were independent clauses. This is illustrated in (22) and (23).  

 

(23) I believe in gohosts and other fantasy things. Becuse  my friends house they 

have someone or somebody in her house (Female student, aged 15, year 9) 

 

(24) Is it like dead people walking around or just mists with faces on that sweeps 

by?  Beacuse every time I hear the word "ghost" all I can think about is "the little 

ghost Laban". (Female student, aged 15, year 9) 

 

According to Swan (2005:497), it is in some cases accepted to put a conjunction in front 

position. However, in example (23), I think that the clauses should be connected by a comma, 

and in example (24), I find that the conjunction because is redundant and could be deleted. I 
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believe that the use of conjunctions in front position in (23) and (24) is a reflection of how the 

students speak. 

 

4.7.1 The time adjunct then in front position 

 

In some essays, I found the recurring tendency to begin a main clause with the time adjunct 

then. Connecting adverbs, such as then and next usually go in front position, since they often 

join a clause to what came before (Cook, 2004: 17). To the students, I believe that a repeated 

use of then as well as conjunctions (discussed in 4.7) in front position also is a typical feature 

of spoken language. Example (25) shows an exaggerated use of then. 

 

(25) … then i heard some footsteps outside my black bedroom door … then 

something jumped onto my face and started to scratch me …Then i saw that they 

weren't just regular people … Then i woke up from the dream and was like ''it's ok 

now.'' (Male student, aged 15) 

 

 

4.8 Compound and run-on sentences 

 

A main clause that is coordinated with another main clause forms a compound sentence. They 

are typical of speech and young children‟s writing (Estling, (2007:74). As mentioned in 

section 2, Hunt claims that the use of several compound sentences may be an indicator of 

immature writing (Hunt 1966:737). The clauses of a compound sentence are combined with 

or, and or but. 

 

Two independent clauses that are joined together with a comma are called a run-on sentence. 

A repeated use of run-on sentences is the result of influences from the spoken language 

according to Johansson & Geisler (2011). 

 

I found several instances of run-on sentences and a few compound sentences in my study. 

Run-on sentences are illustrated in (26) and (27), and a compound sentence is shown in (26). 

 

 (26) I believe in ghosts, it started when a girl I know said: I was whit my dad and 

my sister, my sister was sleeping at the attic and me and my dad was watching a 
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film... what are you talking about,I was watching the film whit dad, I said… No I 

was not here,I was watching the film whit dad. (Female student, aged 14) 

 

(27) That's something i belive in,beacouse I can feel that very often,and i belive 

that's something i can get rid of if I stop think about it,But that is kind of 

hard,really. 

So i often scare myself,with things i create in my head. I need to calm myself 

down and then i can find myself think that ghost aren't true,times when you won't 

belive in it beacuse you are afraid of belive in it,beacouse then you imagine thinks 

for yourself. (Female student, aged 15) 

 

(28) I don't realy know why, but sometimes my friends or someone tells me true 

stories, and I sometimes believe it and sometimes I don't believe it but I love to 

hear scary stories, beacause I like to be scared, but sometimes I don't like to hear 

"ghosts stories", I don't know why but it is boring sometimes. (Female student, 

aged 15). 

 

As we can see in (26) and (27), independent clauses are connected through commas. I do not 

think that they give the necessary pauses that punctuation do. I think that an exaggerated use 

of both compound and run-on sentences gives an impression of immature writing, and again I 

believe that the students are affected by they way they speak when they are writing. Run-on 

sentences are also frequently found in fiction. It might be the case that the students are 

affected through different kinds of literature and media. Hunt found that his very youngest 

students strung one T-unit after another with ands or nothing between (Hunt, 1966:737). 

Therefore, I conclude that the tendency to write compound and run-on sentences often is a 

feature of the writing at beginner level. 

 

Johansson & Geisler found that the students‟ use of punctuation often was problematic 

(forthcoming). In my study, I also found that many of the students did not bother to write full 

stop to mark the end of a sentence and that punctuation sometimes seemed to be random. In 

one essay I found only four full stops in a text of 278 words, and no commas at all. That 

makes an average sentence of 69 words! This makes it very difficult to read the text and 

follow the plot. Example (28) below illustrates one of these sentences. Furthermore, 
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independent clauses are linked together with the coordinators and or but (underlined), thus 

creating several compound sentences (see section 4.7). 

 

(28) But that i normaly dont belive in ghosts but I almost started belive in ghostus 

how normaly is it that you see first a doorhandle turn down by no reason and not 

up that can happend often but it turned down that was scary and then the pillow 

that fell to the floor I didnt touch it and i had no animals that could have touched it 

either so i wonder how it could fell but it could have een hangin on a edge for a 

time but it was scary and it shount fall untill i came back just as a coincidence but 

the door and how could it possibly turned down that was really scary and i was a 

kid. (Male student, aged 15) 

 

4.9 The use of Swedish double consonants in English writing 

 

One of the students, who had a low SCI (1,37) and relatively short T-unit length (8,37) had 

written numerous examples of double consonants in verbs where there should only be one. If 

looking for all kinds of errors in the text, I could only find two completely error-free, and they 

were very short – three and five words respectively. Examples of such double consonants in 

the essay are:  sitt (sit), gett (get), runn (run). I believe this could be due to the Swedish 

double consonants in Swedish words such as sitta. Cook (2004:59-60) discusses how one of 

the most frequent mistakes with English spelling is to double consonants when they are not 

needed. The problem, she says, is that a double written consonant does not mean that the 

spoken consonant is double the length. Instead, consonant doubling is used to convey 

different aspects about the word. 

 

4.10 Considering style of writing and the students’ imaginative abilities 

 

Since I found it interesting to see how different writers express themselves when it comes to 

style, imagination and linguistic skills, I will briefly reflect upon these aspects. Examples (29) 

and (30) below show two different writers with diverse writing styles. The first essay 

(example 29 below) is voluminous and the plot is imaginative. However, it has a low SCI and 

short T-units, which we know indicates a low level of syntactic development. On the other 

hand, compared to many of the essays in my study, this essay has very few spelling mistakes. 

The second essay (example 30), which I would like to compare to the previous one, has in 
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contrast a high SCI and long T-units. I do not find this story as interesting as the first one, 

however. As discussed earlier, several subordinate clauses demonstrate syntactic complexity. 

This piece of text has four subordinate clauses – a clause of condition, again a clause of 

condition immediately followed by a temporal clause and later a temporal clause again. All 

together, the essay has 19 subordinate clauses of which four are relative clauses. Another 

example (31) from the same essay contains a zero nominal clause (i.e. without that), followed 

by a non-finite clause and finally a temporal clause.  

 

(29) Suddently I heard the scream again! But this time it was louder. And it 

sounded like a girl.  The scream came from the woods. I went back to the bed to 

wake my boyfriend up but he didn't listen to me. I went outside to see if I could 

see anything. I don't know how I dared to do that. I heard the scream again. I went 

in to the woods. It felt like someone was dragging me. I couldn't stop. (Female 

student, aged 16) 

 

(30) To be sure if there was a ghost or not I asked my mom if she would come 

home when I was at school but she said not so once and for all i turned the lights 

off and when I came home where all the lights on again! (Male student, aged 15) 

 

(31) I thought it could be my mother or something turning the lights on when she 

came home for lunch or something. (Male student, aged 15) 

 

I think that the second essay (see examples 30 and 31) has a higher level of linguistic 

maturity, since I found that a frequent use of subordinate clauses implies a proficient 

language. From these assumptions, together with the other results from my analysis, I 

conclude that the SCI is a reliable tool when measuring syntactic maturity. 

 

However, there are no rules without exceptions. One of the students, who I think has the most 

mature way of expressing herself, has an average SCI, and rather short T-units. However, all 

T-units are error-free, except for few minor spelling mistakes. An example (32) from this 

essay is shown below. This essay exemplifies short T-units but still a developed language. 

Here I think that the short sequences, but also the writer‟s frequent use of adjectives, give a 

special dramatic effect, reflecting the author‟s feelings and thoughts.  
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(32) And I know that what ever I say I can never really explain what happened. 

Neither can I explain the feeling of his presence. It was so tender and soft, almost 

breakable but still it was completely solid. I could feel it. I felt like my whole 

world made sense again. Just like he used to make me feel when he was here, 

before that day, the day I lost him. (Female student, aged 16). 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

I have analysed the essays of my study based on the subordinate clause index and the 

concepts of the T-units. I have also investigated how main clauses and subordinate clauses are 

linked to each other, as well as how sentences are dealt with. In addition, I have searched for 

other characteristics of their writing and reflected upon their different styles of writing. 

 

I found the subordinate clause index to be a reliable indicator of syntactic maturity, since the 

use of subordinators makes a sentence complex. Writing long T-units does not necessarily 

equal linguistic development, as units still may contain many errors, while short T-units may 

be error-free and fairly complex. Error-free T-units, on the other hand, was often found to be 

proof of higher skills. A long and error-free T-unit showed further signs of linguistic maturity, 

since it puts higher demands on the writer. 

 

Only the students who had the highest number of error-free T-units had used relative clauses, 

which I think suggests a correlation between these two factors and high level of linguistic 

maturity. Thus, relative clauses proved to be a secure indicator of linguistic development in 

my study. Johansson & Geisler (2011) found that relative clauses formed the strongest 

predictor of maturity. 

 

Since the use of multiple premodifers, was not very frequent, it was not reliable to use them as 

indicators of maturity in this study. However, some conclusions may be drawn that the lack of 

premodifiers in itself indicates a general low level of linguistic maturity among the writers. 

 

I think that it is important to consider all the different factors that I have been dealing with in 

my study when measuring syntactic maturity. In the case of one essay, I found that the student 

had written many relative clauses, which is a marker of syntactic maturity. However, when 
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looking closer to the text, I found only a few error-free T-units. The student had an average 

SCI, and the length of her T-units was just below average.  

 

I also found that students, who had a high SCI, often, but not consequently, wrote long T-

units. Some of them wrote long and complex T-units, but still made several errors, such as 

spelling errors and other grammatical errors.  

 

When it comes to error-free T-units, one student avoided difficult constructions and instead 

produced simple but error-free clauses. Yet another student may write more errors, but still 

produce richer and more mature language expressions. This may be due to the fact that this 

student takes more risks when writing. When searching for new words or ways of expressing 

oneself, one may extend his or her language. This will also be discussed below (see for 

example Celce-Murcia: 2001). 

 

I believe that it is fruitful to evaluate the linguistic level of development among the students 

and let it be a guideline for the teaching in the classroom of a second language. Measuring the 

syntactic maturity could be one way to find out about the students‟ educational needs. When 

analysing how students write English, we also learn about how they acquire the target 

language. Ellis (2006:83-107) claims that this knowledge has helped to shape thinking about 

how grammar of a second language should be taught.  

 

Therefore, I will now turn to discussing teaching theories of English as a second language. 

The question of how a second language is best taught has varied. Traditionally, there has been 

a form focused position to the teaching of second languages. In the so called Grammar 

Translation method, the primary aim has been to provide learners with grammatical 

information. Recently, there has been a shift from form focus to a focus on function and the 

importance of a communicative competence. Thornbury suggests that it is by means of 

communication that the learner‟s language system establishes itself and develops. Thornbury 

gives an alternative model to the traditional teaching model of presentation of a grammar rule 

followed by practice. This model would be to let the learners express the meanings that they 

wish to convey using their available resources. They are then given guidance as to how to do 

this better, for example by grammar instruction. In this model, the grammar items that are 

selected arise out of an assessment of the learners‟ communicative difficulties, rather than 

having been predetermined by a grammar syllabus (Thornbury, 2008:129). The 
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Communicative language teaching (CLT) holds that communicative competence involves 

knowing how to use the grammar and vocabulary of the language to achieve communicative 

goals, and knowing how to do this in a socially appropriate way (Thornbury, 2008:18-19). 

 

However, grammar has continued to play an important role in language teaching. According 

to Ellis (2006:83-7), the teaching of grammar can be more than just practising grammatical 

structures that have been presented to the students. He suggests that is should involve learners 

in discovering the rules from themselves or by exposing learners to input. Ellis refers to 

studies that showed that the acquisition process of instructed and natural learning (i.e. no 

grammar is taught) are the same, but that instructed learners progressed more rapidly and 

achieved higher levels of proficiency. There are also studies to support suggestions that many 

learners are capable of mastering a wide range of explicit grammar rules (for example Green 

and Hecht, 1992). Ellis holds that selection of grammar points in teaching should depend on 

the learner‟s stage of development (Ellis, 2006). I agree with Ellis and suggest that the 

analysing of students‟ written production could be useful when determining the stage of 

development. 

 

Frodeson in Celce-Murcia (2001:233) describes how grammar may help writers in developing 

their knowledge of linguistic resources and grammatical systems to convey ideas 

meaningfully and appropriately to readers. Frodeson refers to the research of Doughty and 

Williams (1998), who found that a focus on form is necessary to some extent for optimal 

second language learning. Since second language learners have special needs compared to 

native speakers, explicit grammar instruction may be needed. If explicit grammar instruction 

is to be successfully transformed into productive output, the teacher must have an awareness 

of learner, situational and linguistic variables relevant to their students and classroom 

contexts. Celce-Murcia (1985) suggests that age, proficiency level and educational 

background should be taken into consideration when making choices about grammar 

instruction. Error analysis research (see Schachter and Celce-Murcia, 1977) showed that some 

learners avoid errors by not constructing texts that they find difficult, such as relative clauses 

or passives. Writers who extended their language beyond their mastery level produced more 

errors but responded more fully to the content demands. Students who write to avoid difficult 

structures may need grammar instruction that encourages them to expand their linguistic 

abilities (Celce-Murcia, 2001:236). Recent research suggests that successful language 

students take risks and are not afraid of making mistakes. These students try to understand the 
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context with the help of words that they already know and by using images. They do not try to 

understand and translate every single word that they read or hear (Skolverket, 2008). 

 

I believe that a combination of grammar instruction and communication activities could be 

advantageous when teaching English. Moreover, I think it is important to make a connection 

between the teaching in school and the student‟s own reality outside the classroom. Frodeson 

recommends activities that help learners understand how grammatical choices contribute to 

shaping meaning and how they are put into practice and Thornbury proposes that tasks and 

materials should be involving to the students and relevant to their needs (2008:26). I would 

also like to see that the students are a part of the planning of the English course, and that the 

goals are set together with the students. I believe that if the students can be participants in this 

process, their motivation to learn the target language will increase. The Communicative 

language teaching values learner-centeredness teaching, where the learner is given more 

responsibility and involvement in the learning process. This can be achieved through group 

work as opposed to the traditional teacher-fronted lesson (Thornbury, 2008:27). Another way 

of enhancing the aptitude is in my opinion, to encourage the students through positive 

feedback. I argue that two-way discussions between teacher and students, as well as 

discussions in small student groups will give an open climate and a positive atmosphere. I 

suggest that the teaching should be adapted to the students‟ separate needs as far as it is 

possible. One way of learning grammar, which I believe is favourable, is to let the students 

cooperate to discover grammar rules and learn from each other. The Communicative language 

teaching approach proposes discovery learning activities, i.e. learners work out rules 

themselves (Thornbury, 2008:27). The socio cultural theory by Vygotsky (1962, 1978) holds 

that interaction between learners and teachers is a causative force in the acquisition of a 

second language. The teacher helps the learner in language development with the learner not 

as a passive recipient, but as an active participant (Saville-Troike, 2006:111-112). 

 

Also Bartlett (1932) in Tornberg (2009) suggests that it is through communication between 

students and teachers that learning takes place. A crucial issue for Bartlett is to put the 

teaching in a context.  When we receive new information, we try to create meaning by 

relating it to something that is already known to us. If this is not possible, it is likely that we 

misinterpret the new information. Bartlett claims that the more experienced a person gets 

within a certain field, the easier it will be for him or her to interpret new information 

(Tornberg, 2009:16-18). Johansson & Geisler (2009) have also experienced that teacher 
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students wish to contextualise grammar in the classroom. Due to this, I think that teachers 

should select the teaching material in accordance with the students‟ own interests and 

experiences.  

 

Finally, I think it is the responsibility of the teacher to observe new findings and study the 

progress of second language acquisition research. Despite the fact that new theories of how 

English as a second language should be taught have been presented, there is still much 

research to be done to find out what teaching strategies are best suited for successful 

acquisition of the target language. 
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Appendix 1. Number of words, number of T-units, T-unit length, Subordinate clause index, 

number of relative clauses, number of nominal and adverbial clauses, number of premodifiers 

for each essay. The first four essays are written by students in year 8, whereas the others are 

written by students in year 9, junior high school. 

 

Student Nr of 

words 

Nr of  

T-units 

T-unit 

length 

Sub 

clause 

index 

Rel cl Nom/adv  

clause 

Premod. 

 Female, 

aged 14 

132 19 6,95 1,21 0 4 0 

Female, 

aged 14 

119 19 6,26 1,16 0 3 3 

Female, 

aged 14 

156 21 7,43 1,29 1 5 0 

Male, 

aged 14 

137 13 10,54 2 2 11 3? 

Female, 

aged 15 

204 24 8,5 1,46 1 9 7 

Female, 

aged 15 

398 35 11,37 2,23 8 23 0 

Female, 

aged 15 

159 15 10,6 1,8 1 11 0 

Female, 

aged 14 

213 16 13,3 1,88 4 10 2 

Female, 

aged 15 

168 24 7 1,17 1 3 3 

Female, 

aged 14 

100 10 10 1,8 3 5 2 

Female, 

aged 15 

378 42 9 1,55 7 16 5 

Female, 

aged 15 

113 13 8,69 1,54 0 7 5 

Male, 

aged 15 

185 19 9,74 1,47 0 8 7 

Female, 

aged 16 

226 27 8,37 1,37 1 0 6 

Male, 

aged 15 

311 36 8,64 1,52 1 18 4 

Male, 

aged 16 

184 16 11,5 1,62 3 7 8 

Female, 

aged 16 

256 29 8,83 1,13 0 14 7 

Female, 

aged 16 

164 11 16,4 1,6 1 5 8 

Female, 

aged 15 

145 18 8 1,28 0 5 2 

Female, 

aged 16 

298 35 8,5 1,34 0 12 4 
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Female, 

aged 15 

156 23 6,78 1,57 3 10 9 

Male, 

aged 15 

278 29 9,57 1,45 4 9 5 

Male, 

aged 15 

156 22 7 1,23 1 4 4 

Female, 

aged 15 

228 18 12,7 2,11 8 12 7 

Male, 

aged 15 

202 20 10 1,65 1 12 8 

Female, 

aged 16 

514 67 7,67 1,24 1 15 13 

Male, 

aged 15 

248 20 12,4 1,95 4 15 6 
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